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There is a relation between Nowak’s conjecture for stable cohomotopy dimension and the problem 
about coincidence of classes of C-compacta and weakly infinite dimensional compacta. 
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One of the central problems in dimension theory of infinite dimensional spaces 
is to distinguish the class of compacta with C-property from the class of weakly 
infinite dimensional compacta. Recall that a space X is strongly infinite dimensional 
provided that it contains an infinite essential family {(B:, BJ}, i.e., a sequence of 
disjoint pairs of closed subsets such that for any collection of closed separators {S,} 
(Si separates By and B, ) the intersection nz, Si is not empty. An infinite 
dimensional space which is not strongly infinite dimensional is called weakly infinite 
dimensional. For weakly infinite dimensional compacta there is a stratification: 
{countable dimensional compacta} c { C-compacta} G {weakly infinite dimensional 
compacta}. Pol constructed [4] a compacturn with C-property which is not countable 
dimensional. A compact metric space X has property C provided for each sequence 
si of positive real numbers converging to 0 there is a sequence {cri} of the families 
of disjoint open sets with the diameters <Ei for each (Y, such that the union Uz (Y~ 
is a covering of X. 
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Ancel discovered [l] some relation of the C-property to the cell-like mappings 
theory. The consequence of his result is the following: 
Theorem 1. Every injinite dimensional C-compactum has injinite cohomological 
dimension. 
A space X is of cohomological dimension sn with respect to group G (c-dime X s 
n) if for each closed subset A c X the inclusion induces a surjection [X, K (G, n)] + 
[A, K( G, n)]. Here [ Y, K( G, n)] is the set of homotopy classes of maps of Y into 
an Eilenberg-MacLane space. 
If we replace K( G, n) by the space PZmS”, then we obtain the notion of stable 
cohomotopy dimension [3]. Denote it by c-dims X. It is proven in [3] that c-dimzX c 
c-dimsX < dim X for any compactum X. The following question is due to S. Nowak: 
Does there exist an injinite dimensional compactum with jinite stable cohomotopy 
dimension? It easy to see that for finite dimensional compacta c-dims X = dim X. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following: 
Theorem 2. Suppose that { C-compacta} = {weakly injinite dimensional compacta} then 
the answer to Nowak’s question is “no” i.e., c-dim, = dim. 
Theorem 2 is based on the following: 
Theorem 3. For every strongly injinite dimensional oompactum X there is an equality 
c-dims X = 00. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that c-dim, X < dim X = CO. By virtue of Theorem 3 
compactum X is weakly infinite dimensional. By the assumption of Theorem 2, X 
has property C. Theorem 1 implies that c-dim, X = ~0. Hence c-dims X = ~0. A 
contradiction. •i 
Problem. Do there exist numbers m > n and a space M with the properties (1) 
r,(M)#O, (2) for all isO, [L!aTZWS”,OiM]=O? 
A positive answer to this problem gives an affirmative answer to Nowak’s question 
and therefore it distinguishes C-compacta and weakly infinite dimensional compacta. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If c-dim, Y 4 n, then for each closed subset A= Y we have 
[A, flna71a?Sn+‘] = 0. As in the case of ordinal cohomological dimension [2] it is 
possible to derive this fact from the definition by using the fibration 
* P”“$” R=~ccSn+l. Recall that 0n”J5”X = lim 0 kZ kX. An essential mapf: A + S” 
such that for every i the i-suspended map Z$?E’A + 2“s” is an essential produces 
an essential map g : A + f2~I~S”. 
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Suppose that X is a strongly infinite dimensional compacturn with the infinite 
essential family {B:, B;}. In order to complete the proof it is sufficient to construct 
for every n a set A, c X and a mapping n,, : A,, + S” such that all suspensions E“nn 
are essential. Let 4, :X + [-1, l] = Z be a function with the property +-‘(+I) = Bi. 
Denote by I,!J,,:X+ I”+’ the diagonal product of +,, 1 c is n-t 1. Define A, = 
lJisn+, BF and q,, = $la,, : A,, + al”+‘. 
For any n we construct the following homotopy commutative diagram (D,): 
A 
4,,+1 
n+,- az II+2 
where (Y is cell-like. Then essentiality of n,,+, would imply essentiality of En,,. Define 
6, :A,+, -,-W, = (A, x [-I,11 u A,+, x {-1,1))l{A,+, xi-l), A,+, x (111 
by .&n(x) = [x, &+J and define (Y as the projection 
l3Z ~+2+dz~+2/{z~+‘X{-1}, z”+‘x{l}}. 
Apply induction to derive essentiality of .Ekn,, from the diagram (I”-ID,). 0 
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